REA’s Position on
Interoperability
Interoperability in the e-Mobility
Market and EV Charging Networks

The definition of
Interoperability
As extracted from the REA’s recent
position paper published earlier this
year
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What is Interoperability?

A bit of technical exposure…
• Inter – means between separate systems
• Operability – means functionality with safety and reliability
• In the EV space – means data exchange and authorisation
capabilities between charge point management systems
• The above definition is a driver focused result of a
technically backed ecosystem
• What remains today is how and who but also when and
thus, the importance of bodies such as the REA
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A few keyTopics
from REA’s
position paper
For a little more depth on the
complexities of this ecosystem
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The need for Interoperability for
Fleets
Fleets hold a significant proportion of the vehicle sector
and hence, enabling them with fluid charging support is
essential to EV adoption

The Zipcar Case Study
• Due to the nature of Zipcar’s business model, cars do
not return to a depot
• They charge across multiple networks within London
• To date this requires an extensive ‘portfolio’ of
memberships to multiple networks and causes
significant overhead challenges
• An interopable network is a pre-requisite to support
Zipcar’s goals for growth
• The REA aims to aid such growth and bring Zipcar closer
to saving as much as 160,000 tones of CO2.
• Individual ownership is expected to fall away in future
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Towards a UK ID registration
organisation
Labels help when you’ve got lots of bits involved
pg 25 of Position Paper

The concept of a unique identifier can
enable REA’s view that a market ‘leapfrog’
is possible
• Currently in Europe there are 4 bodies who offer this ID
management to date
• Why we need this? -> clarifies market growth path
• Who should manage this kind of data? -> an independent body
with objective outlook. For example REAL.
• But again importance of when must not be ignored. What will
ISO 15 11 8 do to such an organisation? Who in the UK is ready
to certify this standard?
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Things happening now
REA’s movement in the space is ideal for the stage of the market

Letter to Government is under circulation

The Position Paper

• This letter intends to offer a position that gov. should
not over regulate the space:

• There is a lot to the position paper not covered here
today:

•
•

Interoperability work is very much underway
Public charging at large is growing hugely

• Over regulation may stifle innovation and progress

•
•
•

Learnings from other countries such as USA
Hurdles and limitations to protocols used within
interoperability space, but observations of benefits as well
Who is out there today working on things eg: PlugSurfing
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